Preparing Canada’s students for success –
in school, in college and beyond

The provinces and territories of Canada are committed to helping their students achieve personal and academic success with education programs that teach students to become creative, responsible, actively involved citizens who are prepared for the challenges of today’s ever-changing world.

To support classroom instruction, student research and the integration of information and communication technologies in schools across Canada, EBSCO’s databases feature reliable, high-quality content from a number of popular and academic sources. These resources cover a vast array of subject areas and support many of the learning outcomes set forth by the Ministries of Education.

Integration of 21st Century Information and Communication Technologies

- Colorful, user-friendly interface (Explora™) with advanced search and retrieval options to help students quickly locate relevant resources and get started with research
- Easy access to online resources anytime, anywhere, from any computer or mobile device

Resources for Developing Multimodal Literacy

- Full-text articles from a variety of source types that
  - facilitate close study of text structures
  - reflect multiple perspectives
  - encourage critical and creative thinking
  - promote intercultural understanding
- Multimedia content, such as maps, graphs, charts, images, audio recordings and videos

Educator Resources and Tools for Differentiated Instruction

- Curriculum Standards Module that allows educators to browse provincial curriculum frameworks, many of which include recommended search strings for successful content retrieval
- Reading measures to provide estimate of search result’s reading difficulty and the approximate reading ability level required for comprehension
- Text-to-speech for HTML articles to help struggling readers or those learning English

In addition, EBSCOhost™ is the most widely used research platform in academic institutions around the world. Using EBSCO’s resources in support of your provincial curriculum will ensure that graduates are well-prepared to excel with projects and research in the university environment.
The following EBSCO products are a few among many that can support your school’s curriculum:

**Canadian Points of View Reference Centre™**
By presenting multiple sides of current issues — including those of interest to Canadians — this database helps students better understand controversial issues, recognize and develop persuasive arguments and essays, and develop critical thinking skills.

**Canadian Reference Centre™**
With thousands of full-text biographies, reference materials and an image collection of more than one million photos, maps and flags, this database provides an optimal research experience for students keeping up with current events or examining Canada’s global involvement.

**Canadian Literary Centre™**
With a deliberate Canadian focus, this database consists of book and reference content from Essays on Canadian Writing Press, as well as author biographies, essays, literary criticism and book reviews.

**Literary Reference Center™ Plus**
This comprehensive, full-text database provides students and teachers with the most relevant information on thousands of authors and their works across literary disciplines and timeframes.

**History Reference Center®**
Covering a wide variety of topics in the world’s history from early civilization to the present, this full-text database contains thousands of historical documents, biographies, reference materials, and rich multimedia content. The resource also includes a research guide and citation help.

**Science Reference Center™**
Designed to meet the research needs of every student, this database contains full text for hundreds of science encyclopedias, reference books, periodicals and other reliable sources. In addition, the database includes a vast collection of images.

**NoveList® Plus / NoveList® K-8 Plus**
NoveList Plus and NoveList K-8 Plus are reading recommendation resources that help match students with the books that are just right for their reading level and interests. Teachers will find tools for teaching with books, lists by unit and topic, book discussion guides, and reviews. In addition to covering fiction and nonfiction, NoveList Plus also includes information on audiobooks, including recommendations and audio samples.

**EBSCO eBooks™ & Audiobooks™**
Containing high-quality fiction and non-fiction titles across a diverse range of subjects and topics, EBSCO eBooks & Audiobooks collections give you an easy, cost-effective way to provide full-text coverage that aligns with your school’s curricula.

**Flipster®**
Flipster, EBSCO’s digital newsstand, offers online access to more than 1,300 magazines and trade publications — anytime, anywhere, from any computer or mobile device. With flexible subscription options and no minimum order, Flipster supports student research and classroom instruction with titles such as Maclean’s, Canadian Geographic, The Walrus, Time, Consumer Reports and many more.

**EBSCO Discovery Service™**
Integrate all of your school library’s electronic and print resources in one simple search.